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By Leslie Bulion, Yann Walcker, Jannie Ho

Auzou Eveil. Board book. Book Condition: new. BRAND NEW, Where Is Fluffy?, Leslie Bulion, Yann
Walcker, Jannie Ho, Little Rabbit is very sad. He lost his favorite cuddly toy. He looked everywhere
and can't find it! Fortunately, all his friends will help him look for it. Where did the cuddly toy hide?
The My Baby Stories series deals with toddlers' everyday themes (friendship, animals). Using bright
colors and touch-and-feel elements, these books will help kids to understand the world around
them.Leslie Bulion shares a life-long love of poetry in award-winning, humorous collections
including her newest, "Random Body Parts: Gross Anatomy Riddles in Verse." Her most recent
middle grade novel, "The Universe of Fair," is a Bank Street Best Book.Jannie Ho studied in New
York and after working as a graphic designer and an art director ("Time For Kids," Scholastic), she
decided that illustration was her true calling. She currently lives in Boston, Massachusetts. Colorful,
heartwarming, and featuring a positive message about sharing at the end, Where is Fluffy? is a
delightful story that encourages the littlest of beginning readers to reach out and interact. Highly
recommended as a gift for tiny tots! --The Board Book Shelf, May 2015.
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ReviewsReviews

Certainly, this is actually the very best job by any author. It really is rally exciting throgh studying time. You may like how the blogger write this pdf.
-- Rudolph Jones MD-- Rudolph Jones MD

Completely essential go through ebook. I was able to comprehended almost everything using this created e pdf. You will not sense monotony at anytime
of your time (that's what catalogs are for relating to if you request me).
-- Timmothy Schulist-- Timmothy Schulist
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